INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
This Owner’s Manual has been prepared to acquaint you with the operation and maintenance of
your Butler System. Included in this manual is a glossary and sections titled: Important Warnings,
Cautions and Notices; System Operations; Maintenance; Diagnostics; Winterizing; Schematic;
System Warranty; Vehicle Information and Administrative Information.

MANUAL WRITTEN IN NORTH AMERICAN ENGLISH
All product support and information supplied by The Butler Corporation, whether written or oral, has
its origin in Ludlow, Massachusetts in the United States of America and is written and communicated
to the owner(s), lessee(s) or their representatives in the language of North American English. It is the
responsibility of the owner(s), lessee(s) or their representatives, now or in the future, to understand
all communication, follow all instructions and to provide any assistance necessary for the translation
or the interpretation of all information supplied by The Butler Corporation.

WHO MUST READ THIS MANUAL
It is a requirement that anyone who operates, works with, maintains, services or repairs the Butler
System and/or vehicle (Unit), be familiar with its operation and thoroughly read, understand and
follow in its entirety: all warnings, cautions, notices, notes, procedures and instructions defined in
this manual. A copy of this manual should be kept in the vehicle at all times for reference.

WHAT IS INCLUDED WITH THIS MANUAL
Included with this manual is a full-color System Schematic, a Butler System Warranty Booklet,
five (5) Maintenance Records Booklets for a new Butler System or one (1) Maintenance Record
Booklet for a pre-owned Butler System.
The folded System Schematic is a pictorial representation of the Butler System’s parts and
components. A duplicate of this schematic can be found on a spring-loaded roller, conveniently
located at the side door of the vehicle. Parts and components are color-coded, numbered, named
and its function described. Part and component numbers marked with a “pointer” require periodic
servicing and the service procedures are contained in the Maintenance Section of this manual.
The Butler System Warranty Booklet specifies your responsibilities and obligations, which are
required to maintain warranty coverage.
The Maintenance Records Booklet(s) provides a convenient and organized place to record the
completion of important required maintenance to your Butler System, as well as, services and
repairs to your vehicle.

THE BUTLER SYSTEM’S INTENDED USE
The Butler System is intended to be used, solely, for wet cleaning of: carpet, fabrics and hard
surfaces. Any adaptation or modification to the Butler System or if the Butler System is used
for any purpose other than its original intended use, will void the warranty.

WHAT THIS OWNER’S MANUAL IS NOT INTENDED TO DO
This manual is not intended to be used as a substitute for factory training or practical experience.
It must be understood that common sense, caution and care are factors which cannot be built into
any product. These factors must be supplied by the person(s) operating the Unit.
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We have attempted to make this manual as comprehensive and factual as possible. Specifications
and descriptions herein were in effect when this publication was approved for printing. The Butler
Corporation reserves the right, however, to make changes without notice and without incurring any
obligation.
The Butler Corporation will not be responsible for any damage or loss resulting from the improper
use of the information contained in this manual.

PARTS AND COMPONENTS PROVIDED BY THE BUTLER CORPORATION
Parts and components provided by The Butler Corporation are not to be used for any purpose
other than their original intended use and must be installed by qualified persons who possess
the knowledge, skill, tools, hardware, and/or equipment to perform the installation.
Replacement parts and components supplied by The Butler Corporation are intended solely, for the
original Butler System and the original vehicle, in which the Butler System was installed. These parts
and components are not to be used to create, supplement, repair, etc. any other machine or for any
Butler System that has been modified or removed and reinstalled by others.
The Butler Corporation assumes no responsibility for damage or injury of any kind, due to the misuse
or improper application of any part, in any way, by any person and all risks must be borne, solely, by
the user. All parts and components sold are subject to the exclusions, limitations and disclaimers
as described in the Butler System Warranty Booklet. It is important that anyone who works with,
operates or is in contact with any product purchased from The Butler Corporation, read all labels,
understand and follow all directions, caution statements and Safety Data Sheets (SDS) before use.

NOTICE TO OWNERS AND LESSEES
Procedures, descriptions, etc. outlined in this Owner’s Manual may or may not apply to Butler
Systems manufactured prior to the latest revision date of this manual. Please call The Butler
Corporation for vans, cube vans, trucks and/or Butler parts, components and procedures that
are not specifically addressed in this manual.
The Butler Corporation shall not be liable for errors, omissions, and/or exclusions in layout or printing
and reserves the right to change, amend, delete or modify such errors, omissions or exclusions
without incurring any obligation, expense or liability.
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